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Quick read
British banks risk
ratings downgrades
in disorderly Brexit
BRITISH banks could face potential credit rating downgrades
if there is a disorderly Brexit as
this would be likely to trigger
a domestic political crisis and
economic contraction, credit
rating agency Standard & Poor’s
said on Thursday. S&P said that
UK banks’ earnings and balance
sheets would provide a solid
cushion against a disorderly
Brexit. But the agency also said
that the banks’ current ratings
and outlooks may not prove to
be consistent with a disruptive
Brexit accompanied by a severe
economic shock. S&P said that
while it expects an orderly departure in March followed by a transition period to the end of 2020,
some financial institutions have
reached a point of no return and
are setting up new hubs in the
EU to avoid disruption.
Even with an orderly Brexit,
there would be pressure on
banks to shift euro-denominated
clearing of transactions, such as
derivatives, from London-listed
to the EU, S&P said. Fitch Ratings, a rival ratings agency, said
that UK banks are well funded to
face a no-deal Brexit, but could
face challenges if wholesale markets were disrupted for a lengthy
period. (REUTERS)

Exchange rate
Currency

buy QR sell QR

US Dollar

3.6315 3.6500

Euro

4.1677 4.3052

Pound Sterling

4.7668 4.9120

Indian Rupee

0.0485 0.0498

Pakistani Rupee

0.0000 0.0278

Philippine Peso

0.0662 0.0684

Sri Lankan Rupee

00000 0.0220

Bangladeshi Taka

00000 0.0440

Nepalese Rupee

0.0000 0.0315

Japanese Yen

0.0315 0.0325

Kuwaiti Dinar

11.889 12.161

Saudi Riyal

0.9570 0.9791

Omani Riyal

9.2560 9.5740

UAE Dirham

0.9770 0.9975

Bahraini Dinar

9.5610 9.7650

Source: www.dohabank.com.qa

25,377.98
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LONDON

ORGANISATION of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) sees the oil market
as well supplied and is wary
of creating a glut next year,
the group’s secretary-general
said on Thursday, suggesting producers are in no rush
to expand a June agreement
that raises output.
Oil prices have rallied this year on expectations that US sanctions on
Iran will strain supplies by
lowering shipments from
OPEC’s third-largest oil producer. Brent crude last week
reached $86.74, the highest
since 2014.
OPEC Secretary-General
Mohammad Barkindo, speaking at the Oil & Money conference in London, said there
were many non-fundamental
factors inﬂuencing the oil
market that were beyond oil
producers’ control.
“The market has been
reacting to perceptions of a
possible supply shortage. The
market remains well supplied,” he told a brieﬁng.
“The projections for 2019
clearly show a possible rebuild of stocks,” he said of the
supply and demand balance
for next year.

WTI

PRICE

71.11

34001.15
-759.74 PTS

PERCENTAGE
-2.06%

GOLD

1,228.80
+2.97%

SILVER

14.61
+1.95%

Qatari firms may report 27%
rise in Q3 earnings: QNBFS
Industries Qatar, Commercial Bank, Vodafone Qatar estimated to contribute positively to earnings
SATYENDRA PATHAK
DOHA

QATARI companies listed
on Qatar Stock Exchange
are expected to report strong
earnings in the third quarter
of 2018, QNB Financial Services (QNBFS) has said in its
latest report.
According to the report,
the earnings of listed companies under QNBFS coverage
are expected to rise 27 percent in the third quarter this
year when compared with the
same quarter of the previous
year. Compared with the previous quarter, the earnings
are expected to witness an increase of 4.6 percent.
“Industries Qatar, Commercial Bank of Qatar and
Vodafone Qatar are estimated to contribute positively
year-on-year (y-o-y) to the
aggregate bottom-line of
stocks under coverage,” the
report said.
“Given the overall market’s signiﬁcant outperformance, we may need positive
earnings surprises to fuel
the rally going forward. For
the time being, valuations
seem reasonable against the
region’s forward price-toearnings multiples, while
dividend yields remain at par
with the region,” it said.
The Qatari Index has
bounced back 27.6 percent
and 34.1 percent on a total
return basis from its lows
reached on November 30,
2017, the report said.
The index is almost ﬂat
on a price basis and is up 4.2
percent from its pre-embargo
level, the report said adding
market recovery since midMarch has been driven by
increased foreign ownership
limits (FOLs) and the resultant foreign ﬂows led by Qatar

Industries Qatar may post impressive results in the third quarter as steel, petchems and fertiliser revenue is exdpected to grow.
National Bank (QNB) and is
being sustained by improving
oil prices.
Medium-term, a lack of
persistent catalysts, weakness in emerging market currencies and volatility due to
an ongoing global trade war
could act as impediments,
the report said. “In longerterm, we remain bullish on
the Qatari stock market given
attractive fundamental drivers and a signiﬁcant spending
programme that should provide tailwinds for growth,”
the report said.

“We estimate banks under
coverage (ex-QNB) to experience a y-o-y increase of 13.5
percent largely due to a base
effect stemming from CBQ,
while Doha Bank’s base effect
is expected to drive quarterly
growth of 1.9 percent,” the report said.
“CBQ is expected to contribute positively to the y-oy proﬁtability performance
based on our ﬁgures. We
expect CBQ to report strong
earnings in the third quarter as the bank has made a
successful turnaround and

signiﬁcantly lowered provisions while trimming opex.
We pencil in a net income
of QR426.2 million against
QR79.4 million in the third
quarter of 2017 driven by decent net interest income, cost
control and signiﬁcantly lower provisions. We also expect
margins to remain stable,”
it said.
Moreover, QNBFS said, it
expects Qatar Islamic Bank
(QIB) to continue its positive
performance.
“We pencil in an 8.9 percent y-o-y growth in its bot-

OPEC sees oil market as well
supplied, wary of 2019 surplus
REUTERS

SENSEX

9,861.53

PERCENTAGE
-2.70%

OPEC separately updated
its oil supply and demand
forecasts on Thursday, cutting demand estimates for
next year due to ecomomic
challenges such as trade disputes and volatile emerging
markets, and pointing to excess supply.
One of the factors boosting prices, according to analysts and some members of
the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries,
has been the decision by US
President Donald Trump to
reimpose sanctions on Iran.
Trump has demanded
that OPEC cool prices by
pumping more oil. Barkindo,
who asked whether Trump’s
criticism of OPEC was unfair, said, “The market is currently being largely driven
by decisions taken elsewhere
- outside OPEC, outside
non-OPEC.”
OPEC and allied producers - not including the United
States - agreed in June to return to 100 percent compliance with output cuts that
began in January 2017, after
months of underproduction
in Venezuela and elsewhere
pushed adherence above
160 percent.
OPEC’s report said its own
production rose by 132,000
barrels per day in September

OPEC Secretary-General Mohammad Barkindo.
to 32.76 million bpd, the highest this year, although producers have yet to increase supply
enough to reach 100 percent
compliance.
Barkindo,
responding
to a question whether producers needed to go beyond
full delivery of the agreement, said they were taking it
step by step.
“We have to continue to
assess to see how and when
we will achieve the 100 per-

cent conformity and how
the market would respond,
hoping that some of these
non-fundamental factors will
evaporate by then,” he said.
“We remain faithful to
what we agreed in June.”
OPEC and its allies hold
their next meeting in December to decide policy for
next year.
In the report released on
Thursday, OPEC cut the estimate for demand in 2019 for

its own crude to 31.8 million
bpd because of weaker demand and rising supplies outside the group.
Should
OPEC
keep
pumping at September’s
rate, the report points to an
excess supply of almost 1 million bpd in 2019 - although
this is before any sizeable
reduction takes place in Iranian output.
Iran pumped 3.45 million
bpd in September, according
to ﬁgures in OPEC’s report
on Thursday, down 150,000
bpd from August. Production
dropped below 2.7 million
bpd under previous sanctions
that were lifted following the
2015 nuclear deal.
Barkindo said oil producers were worried about their
levels of spare output capacity, which reduces their ability to make up for sudden
supply shortages, amid a reduction in energy-industry
investment.
“We are very concerned,”
Barkindo said when asked
about spare capacity, citing
a continued decline in oil industry investment resulting
from a market downturn that
began in 2014.
Saudi Arabia is the only
oil producer with signiﬁcant
spare capacity on hand to
supply the market if needed.

tom-line driven by net operating income (+5.6 percent),
a drop in provisions and impairments (-12.5 percent yo-y) as the bank booked high
provisions in the third quarter of 2017,” it said.
“We estimate a y-o-y jump
of 46 percent in the bottomline of diversiﬁed non-ﬁnancials under coverage, while
forecasting a decent gain of
7.6 percent on the quarterly
basis. Based on our assumptions, Industries Qatar leads
the signiﬁcant growth in net
income on a y-o-y basis, while

Vodafone Qatar and Nakilat
also contribute to the growth
in overall net income,” the
report said.
Regarding IQ, the report
said the steel, petchems and
fertiliser revenue should
grow nicely.
“We note y-o-y comparisons should be positive across
the board with the possible
exception of PE realisations.
Sequentially the level of steel
revenue will continue to remain high as IQ sells billets
previously earmarked for
steel bar production in its
Dubai operations,” the report
said.
As far as Vodafone Qatar
is concerned, the company
should continue its trend
of positive earnings in the
third quarter, the report said
adding top-line should be
up nicely y-o-y given higher
postpaid mix increasing average revenue per unit despite
lower overall subs.
Earnings should be in the
green as expected against last
year and ﬂattish on the quarterly basis, the report said.
“For Nakilat, we forecast
revenue/net income to grow
on yearly and quarterly bais.
We model wholly-owned ship
revenue to remain ﬂattish yo-y and but addition of joint
venture income helps increase the growth in adjusted
revenue,” the report said.
“The signiﬁcant y-o-y
jump in net income is primarily due to joint venture
income given increase in
charter rates, addition of two
vessels in the Maran JV in
March and addition of ﬂoating storage regasiﬁcation
unit. The sequential growth
in net income is helped by
one additional day in the
third quarter and increase in
JV income,” the report said.

Wall Street drops,
but tech bounce
helps limit losses
Microsoft rises 1.4%, while Micron and
AMD lead gainers among tech stocks
REUTERS
NEW YORK

WALL Street dropped on
Thursday as investors continued to shun risky investments,
but the decline was less severe
than the brutal sell-off in the
previous session as a bounce
in some high-growth technology stocks helped limit losses.
Energy stocks, pressured
by a drop in oil prices, and ﬁnancials, with insurers hit by
worries over impact of Hurricane Michael, led the losses.
But the technology sector, which led the sell-off on
Wednesday, gained 0.46 percent. Microsoft rose 1.4 percent, while chipmakers such
as Micron and AMD led the
gainers among tech stocks.
“The environment is still
risk-off, tech stocks seem to
have stabilised but haven’t
quite bounced back yet,” said
Lamar Villere, portfolio manager at Villere Balanced Fund
in New Orleans.
“Investors are still nervous, but things seem to have
calmed a bit. This certainly doesn’t seem as bad as
yesterday.”
The communication services sector rose 0.49 percent,
as Facebook and Alphabet

both rose 1.4 percent.
“The growth stocks, which
are the path leaders, typically
bounce from the bottom ﬁrst,”
said Tom Plumb, portfolio
manager of the Plumb Balanced Fund in Wisconsin.
The stock market is caught
in the backdrop of a storm of
worries: the impact of trade
tensions on corporate proﬁts
to Treasury yields at multiyear highs and hawkish comments from Federal Reserve
ofﬁcials. That culminated Wall
Street's biggest sell-off in eight
months on Wednesday.
The indexes fell below key
technical levels, the S&P and
the Nasdaq dropped below
their 200-day moving average
prices and the Dow slipped below its 100-day moving average, before the slide eased.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average was down 114.81
points, or 0.45 percent, at
25,483.93, the S&P 500 was
down 14.95 points, or 0.54
percent, at 2,770.73 and the
Nasdaq Composite was up
14.73 points, or 0.20 percent,
at 7,436.78.
Energy stocks fell 1.59 percent as oil prices hit two-week
lows after an industry report
showed US crude inventories
rose more than expected.
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SITUATION WANTED

REAL ESTATE

2 BEDROOM FLAT IN AIN
KHALED

Price: 8,000
Contact: 55617926
2 Bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, kitchen,
Dining and living area, Split A/C, 24
hours security, Maintenance, inclusive of
Electricity, Water & Internet

2 BR FLAT IN AL
MAAMOURA

Price: 4,500
Contact: 33790302
Unfurnished 2 Bedrooms, 1
Bathroom, Living Room Area, Kitchen,
Maintenance, Split Air Conditioner,
Dedicated Parking, including water and
electricity, no commission charged

2 BHK IN BIN OMRAN

Price: 5,300
Contact: 30112977
2 Bedrooms, 2 Bathrooms, Hall,
Kitchen with AC & Covered parking, No
commission, no agent fee

2 BHK IN NAJMA

Price: 6,000
Contact: 66053366
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, living room,
kitchen, split AC’s, covered parking,
Commission is compulsory

3 BEDROOM IN MADINATH
KHALIFA

DESIGNER

1 BEDROOM IN DOHA
JADEED

FRONT DESK
RECEPTIONIST

Price: 6,000
Contact: 33159620
3 spacious bedrooms, 2 bathrooms,
living room, kitchen, window ac’s,
maintenance, No Agency Fees Required

Price: 4,900
Contact: 33515193
Fully Furnished 1 Bedroom, 1 Bathroom,
Living Room, Kitchen, Split A/C’s,
Maintenance, including water and
electricity, no commission charged

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT IN
WAKHRA
Price: 5,500
Contact: 33790302
3 Bedrooms, 3 Bedrooms, Living Room
Area, Kitchen, Parking, Maintenance, no
commission charged

1 BHK
APARTMENT IN
OLD SALATA

Price: 4,000
Contact: 77314014
1 bedroom, 1 Bathroom, Hall, Open
Kitchen, Security, Parking, commission
half month required

We are looking a Filipino nationality to
work as a Designer with a minimum
of 2-3 years’ experience who knows
3D / AutoCAD / Vray / Photoshop.
Interested applicant can send their CV
to: hr_areekahdesign@hotmail.com

Should know how to optimize
patients’ satisfaction, provider time,
and treatment room utilization by
scheduling appointments in person
or by telephone, Maintains patient
accounts by obtaining, recording,
HUK\WKH[PUNWLYZVUHSHUKÄUHUJPHS
information. Preferably Females only
and Arabic is a must. Should be
able to join immediately. Interested
applicant, may submit their CV to
najwa@docmedc.com

CIVIL FOREMAN

Candidate should have experience as
foreman, minimum 2 Years of Qatar
Experience in Construction Field is
required, must have Qatar Driving License,
preferred Indian nationality. Please send
your CV to tssdoha.hr@gmail.com

Price: 89,000
Contact: 55880614
Automatic Transmission, 17”Alloy
Wheel, Cruise Control, Steering
Switch for Audio Control, Power Tilt &
Sliding Sunroof

VOLVO XC90 2008

Price: 25,500
Mileage: 122,000KM
Sunroof, Leather Seats, Sunroof,
Accident free, Full insurance valid till
Aug 2019, full dealer service history
available

TOYOTA PRADO TXL 2015
Price: 110,000
Mileage: 50,000KM
Contact: 77175017
Accident free, rear parking sensor,
Cruise Control, Leather seats, full
service history from Toyota AAB,
registration Validity till 2019 August

JEEP CHEROKEE 2007

Price: 17,500
Mileage: 125,000KM
Contact: 70437750
4 New Tyres, New Istimara validity till

Salon is looking to hire female call center
agents under the age of 35 and must speak
Excellent English, computer skills required.
Please email your CV including your picture
to hr2@glowamericansalon.net

ADMIN ASSISTANT

Applicant must know how to prepare
sales report and customer support. Must
ILÅ\LU[PU,UNSPZO)HZPJJVTW\[LY
knowledge and accounting. Please send
your CV to groupofqatar777@gmail.com

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN

5+ years of drafting experience
(Preference OIL & GAs), responsible for
developing detailed drawings Pipe design
experience, a strong plus Industrial or
structural design experience, a plus
7YVÄJPLU[PU(\[V*(+HUK(\[V+LZR
Inventor. Please send your CV to
qtccareer2001@gmail.com

MARKETING EXECUTIVE

Must be bilingual (Arabic & English),
Hardworking and can work with minimum
supervision. Salary is negotiable.
Interested applicants may email resume
at vacancies@respondmedia.co.uk

SITUATION AVAILABLE

AUTOMOBILES

MITSUBISHI PAJERO 2017

CALL CENTER AGENT

28th August 2019, New Battery, Rear
view Camera and Sensor, Windows
Tinted

FORD TAURUS 2014

Price: 54,000
Mileage: 16,000KM
Contact: 66401100
Accident Free, Powerful Engine V 6,
Sunroof, Reverse Camera, Parking
Sensors, Leather Seats, Alloy Wheels,
New Road Permit till 09/2019

HONDA ACCORD 2012

Price: 49,000
Mileage: 64,000KM
Contact: 70971946
Perfect Condition, No major accident,
Sunroof, New battery, New tyres,
Insurance renewed on 01/10/2018

CHEVROLET CAMARO RS
2012
Price: 62,000
Mileage: 95,000KM
Contact: 70062437
Perfect condition, engine and gears
box under warranty till 2022, free
accident, original paint, Full dealer
service history

IT/DOCUMENT CONTROLLER

IT Graduate with CCNA and Windows Server 2016 Certificate. 4
years Experience and GCC. With
Qatar Driving License. Family visa
with NOC, Filipino Male. Contact:
33176150, email: mickoocampo09@
gmail.com

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

AUTOCAD DRAFTSMAN

Having experience in GCC for more
than 6 years. Expertise in Civil construction, decorative designs for
interior and exterior doors, handrails,
windows. Email: assaditanveer@yahoo.com / Contact: 66005769.

FINANCE MANAGER

Filipina, Bachelors Degree holder
with 4+ years experience in Administrative, Banking and Finance. Can
speak English and Computer Literate. On Family Visit Visa, can join
immediately. Contact: 50278544,
email: j.patriciacandi@gmail.com

With degree in Business Administration with over 15 years experience as
Chief Accountant, Finance Consultant,Group Internal Auditor in Sri Lanka
, Bahrain and Qatar with Ernst and
Young experience looking for a job.
Contact Mobile 50850859, Email sanjayabudget@gmail.com

PRO (MANDOOP)

MARKETING & SALES MANAGER

With 12 years Experience in the
same field holding Q.driving licence
computer literate English very good
Arabic fluent able to work under
pressure seeking for suitable job
with companies. Contact mobile
number: 66346750, Email: afarora77@yahoo.com

FOR RENT
Family villa super deluxe
(5 rooms + 5 bathrooms +
kitchen + hall + majles)
In Um Obairia Area
Direct from the owner, No
Commission

Contact 66001918

More than 12yrs of strong expertise
in the areas of Marketing, Sales &
Business development with top notch
managerial skills & team management
looking for suitable position. Available
to join immediately with PR & NOC.
Contact: 33415614, Email: himayat_
khan@yahoo.com

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER (PRO)
Born in Qatar, 13 years Public Relations experience, with strong ties with Govt & Private
authorities, advanced knowledge of Qatar
laws and procedures related to immigration,
Embassy, Labor, Municipality/Trading affairs,
Visa process, Hukoomi, E-Govt system, work
as a team leader, supervisors/office management to PRO staff/HR team, Ready to work,
transfer w/NOC. Full/Part time.

Email: mhamdan7077@gmail.com
Mobile: 66330403

QUOTATIONS INVITED - TYRES
Quotations are invited for the Purchase of tubeless tyres
Bridgestone/ Yokohama/ Dunlop/ Toyo (Made in Japan)
with fitting and balancing. The details are as under

FOR RENT
Grand Villa at Muaither, Umm al
Denom roundabout
• 4 Bedrooms, 4 Bathrooms, Majles
+ Laundry, hall, kitchen, store with
total area of 452sq.m

Contact : 70343404

FOR RENT
Food Stuff store + Labour camp in Street
no. 2 near The Municipality in Industrial
area with total area of 750 sq.m
• 3 Freezers, 2 Chillers, shelves, air fans
• 5 offices + 4 rooms, kitchen, 2 bathrooms
with food stuff house,
civil defense permit for 2 years

Contact : 70343404

i. 24 nos Tyres (size 1100R22.5)
for Ashok Leyland/ Daewoo buses
ii. 06 nos Tyres (size 700R-16)
for Coaster (Mitsubishi Fuso)
Kindly send your sealed quotations latest by 21-10-2018
on the following address
Principal, Pakistan International School,
P.O.BOX No.1930, Doha - Qatar
For further details please call 44683250 / 44683343 Ext-33 OR
Visit our website www.pisdoha.com
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IMF cautions
against trade,
currency wars
REUTERS
NUSA DUA

INTERNATIONAL Monetary
Fund Managing Director
Christine Lagarde on Thursday warned countries against
engaging in trade and currency wars that hurt global
growth and imperil "innocent
bystanders."
Formally launching the
IMF and World Bank annual
meetings on the Indonesian
resort island of Bali, Lagarde
urged countries to "de-escalate" trade conﬂicts and ﬁx
global trading rules instead of
abandoning them.

IMF Chief Christine Lagarde

Trade spat
The United States and
China have slapped
tit-for-tat tariffs on
hundreds of billions of
dollars of each other’s
goods over the past few
months, rattling financial
markets as investors
worry that the escalating
trade conflict could knock
global trade and
investment
The United States and
China have slapped tit-fortat tariffs on hundreds of
billions of dollars of each
other's goods over the past
few months, rattling ﬁnancial
markets as investors worry
that the escalating trade conﬂict could knock global trade
and investment.
The tariffs stem from
the Trump administration's
demands that China make
sweeping changes to its in-

tellectual property practices,
rein in high-technology industrial subsidies, open its
markets to more foreign
competition and take steps to
cut a $375 billion U.S. goods
trade surplus.
Share markets in Asia
plunged to a 19-month low on
Thursday after Wall Street's
worst losses in eight months
led to broader risk aversion,
partly due to the heated global trade tensions as well as
rapidly rising dollar yields.
"We certainly hope we
don't move in either direction
of a trade war or a currency
war. It will be detrimental on
both accounts for all participants," Lagarde told a news
conference.
"And there would also be
lots of innocent bystanders,"
including countries that supply commodities and components to China, such as Indonesia.
In recent weeks, U.S.
Treasury ofﬁcials have expressed
concerns
about
China's weakened yuan as
the department prepares its
semi-annual report on currency manipulation.
U.S. President Donald
Trump has accused China of
deliberately manipulating its
currency to gain a trade advantage, claims Beijing has
consistently rejected.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin met with People's Bank of China Governor
Yi Gang on Thursday on the
sidelines of the IMF-World
Bank meeting.
"We discussed important
economic issues," Mnuchin
said of their meeting on Twitter. Yi, in a closed door meeting on Thursday with investment ofﬁcials, explained that
China's monetary policy was
on an opposite rate cycle to
that of the United States,
which is tightening monetary
policy due to a strong economy, two people who attended
the meeting said.
Over the weekend, the
PBOC cut bank reserve requirement ratios for a fourth
time this year to ease credit
conditions and support businesses, including exporters
hit by the U.S. trade war.
The PBOC did not immediately respond to Reuters'
request for comment on Yi's
remarks.

Economy & Business

South Africa gets $35 bn
in investment pledges
The country is scouring the world’s financial capitals for new investors

Over the past decade, the government had borrowed heavily to fund spending on poorly executed infrastructure projects and pay public sector wages, but tighter controls were
needed to ensure returns on investments.
REUTERS
PRETORIA

SOUTH Africa has investment
commitments of $35 billion as
part of plans by President Cyril
Ramaphosa to attract $100
billion over the next ﬁve years
to revive the country's ﬂagging
economy, his economic adviser told Reuters on Wednesday.
Ramaphosa has appointed
a team of investment envoys
- bankers, former ministers,
business people as well as
economist Trudi Makhaya, his
economic adviser - to scour
the world's ﬁnancial capitals
for new investors.
"There is about $35 billion that has been pledged,"
Makhaya said. "We've had $10
billion committed from Saudi

Arabia. About $10 billion from
the UAE, and around $15 billion committed from China
when you're looking at government to government deals."
The South African government hopes to raise more
money from companies and
governments at an investment
summit in Johannesburg on
October 26, part of efforts to
fulﬁl Ramaphosa's promise to
create jobs.
"You're also going to have
a stream of announcements
at the investment conference,"
Makhaya said.
She said the summit
would connect investors with
projects, and also be an opportunity to convince investors
the country was on a stable
policy path.

Expectations
The South African government
hopes to raise more money
from companies and
governments at an investment
summit in Johannesburg on
October 26, part of efforts to
fulfil Ramaphosa’s promise to
create jobs
"We need to keep doing the
work of raising investments
leading up to next year's election to show investors policy

isn't going to change (even if
the ruling ANC party lost the
vote)," she told Reuters in an
interview.
The polls are due to be
held in the middle of the next
year and the African National
Congress is battling to increase
its majority. Ramaphosa faces
an uphill battle to secure public and investor support after
a decade of scandals under
Jacob Zuma.
Makhaya said over the
past decade, the government
had borrowed heavily to fund
spending on poorly executed
infrastructure projects and pay
public sector wages, but tighter
controls were needed to ensure
returns on investments.
"Signiﬁcant ﬁscal spending
in the last ten years did keep

us away from the brink, but it
didn't alter the economy fundamentally," she said, adding
that spending to try and boost
the economy would not work
in the long run.
"We've seen that it doesn't
work," Makhaya said.
Pretoria's debt burden has
doubled to nearly 60 percent
of gross domestic product in
the past decade, while growth
in the same period averaged
around 2 percent, well short of
government's target of 5 percent annual expansion.
"The president has articulated his economic vision very
clearly. It's investments, job
creation and ﬁxing up governance," Makhaya said from a
meeting room, near Ramaphosa's ofﬁce in Pretoria.

Britain expects 5,000 financial
BMW pays $4 billion to take
control of joint venture in China jobs to leave by Brexit Day
DPA
SHENYANG

GERMANY'S BMW and Chinese local carmaker Brilliance
on Thursday signed a billiondollar deal giving the Munichbased carmaker a 75-per-cent
stake in their joint venture.
BMW paid 3.6 billion euros (4 billion dollars) to take
control of the business, as
well as agreeing to invest a
further 3 billion euros over
the next three years, BMW
said. The company is also
opening a new factory in
the north-eastern district of
Tiexi, which will double the

REUTERS
production plant's capacity.
"We are rigorously implementing our growth strategy
for China," BMW head Harald
Krueger said. "By continuing
to invest in the company, and
in the development and production of electric vehicles,
we are underlining China's
importance to us as a dynamic growth market."
BMW and Brilliance created their joint venture in
2003. Until now, BMW had a
50-per-cent-stake in the business, whilst Brilliance owned
40.5 per cent with the remaining 9.5 per cent belonging to the city of Shenyang.

BMW and Brilliance created their joint venture in
2003. Until now, BMW had
a 50-per-cent-stake in the
business, whilst Brilliance
owned 40.5 per cent with
the remaining 9.5 per
cent belonging to the city
of Shenyang.
BMW wants the Chinese
plant to focus more building
electric cars, which China's
government supports, as
the demand for e-cars in the
country steadily increases.

"Our highly ﬂexible production system can react to
the market demand, which
means we will be able to increase our production of electric cars to 100 per cent [of all
cars]," production executive
Oliver Zipse said.
The deal also decreases
China's dependence on the
US for car imports. Last year,
81,000 BMW cars were imported to China from its production plant in North Carolina. Due to the 40 per cent
tariffs implemented by the
US Trump
administration,
BMW was forced to increase
prices.

LONDON

DESPITE thousands of jobs
set to move to the continent
due to Brexit, Britain's ﬁnancial services minister said on
Wednesday he would do all he
can to ensure the City of London remains a major ﬁnancial
centre.
John Glen told lawmakers that he agreed with Bank
of England estimates that
5,000 ﬁnancial services jobs
will have moved to continental Europe by the time Britain
is due to leave the European
Union next March.
Unsure of Britain's future

trading relations with the EU,
ﬁnancial ﬁrms in the UK are
looking to open hubs in Paris,
Frankfurt and elsewhere by
March, and Glen singled out
France for trying to exploit
uncertainty over Brexit.
While
acknowledging there had not yet been
"wholesale moves of large
institutions" to other cities,
Glen said: "Clearly we are in
a dynamic negotiation where
the French in particular have
sought to leverage as much
advantage due to the uncertainty."
"My sole objective in respect of the City is to ensure
as much continuity as possi-

ble in respect of the economic
value that is able to be generated by the City," Glen told
a committee in parliament's
House of Lords.
Reuters reported last
month that as few as 630
UK-based ﬁnance jobs had already been shifted or created
overseas with just six months
to go before Brexit. France
has said it expects London to
remain a major ﬁnancial centre.
Glen said he "fully expects" that Britain and the EU
will agree on a deal that would
introduce a transition period
from next March to avoid a
disorderly Brexit.

QICC takes part in Infra Oman to develop export from Qatar
TRIBUNE NEWS NETWORK
DOHA

TO expand its growth and
augment business ties, Qatar
International Cable Company
(QICC) participated at the
recently held INFRA OMAN
2018, which is one of the biggest regional exhibitions for
infrastructure,a press release
said on Thursday.
The event which took place
at Muscat, Oman, between
October 8-10, 2018, witnessed
tremendous response from
buyers & sellers alike. Close to
35 Qatari enterprises from the
country’s industry and construction sector participated
at Infra Oman in QDB hosted
special pavilion, through its
export development and promotion agency, Tasdeer.

Qatar International Cable
Company (QICC) is a NEXANS company established in
Qatar in 2008 as a joint venture with Al Mirqab Capital.
Its manufacturing facility in
Messaied has been recently
upgraded and expanded. The
production range includes
Low, Medium- and High
Voltage power cables, control cables, Low Smoke Zero
Halogen cables, ﬁre safety
cables, etc., serving infrastructure, power, oil and gas,
railway and building markets
in Middle East. The company
intends to enter into mutually-beneﬁcial agreements with
its Omani partners, as well as
other regional and international partners.
On their participation at
Infra Oman, Max Andre Delan-

Infra Oman has proved to
be an ideal starting point
not only for the local companies, but also for foreign entities that are more
determined to be part of
Oman’s growing market
noy, CEO of QICC and General
Manager Nexans GCC, said,
“We are extremely elated to
have participated at one of the
region’s leading infrastructure
events, Infra Oman. Our intent
has been to constantly expand
our business geographies and
this is the perfect platform to
showcase our unique offerings
to our potential Omani partners.”
He said, “Through this

trade show, we have beneﬁtted
immensely in enhancing our
trade partnerships with the
companies in Oman and we
look forward to further the ties
of mutual growth. Nexans is
known for offering world-class
cabling solutions and such
venues provide tremendous
opportunities to connect with
our customers and offer them
exactly what they want.”
Infra Oman, dubbed as one
of the largest building and construction expo in the Middle
East, has been continuously
deﬁning the industry’s development for the last 7 years. Infra Oman has proved to be an
ideal starting point not only for
the local companies, but also
for foreign entities that are
more determined to be part of
The Qatar International Cable Company (QICC) booth at the INFRA OMAN 2018, recently.
Oman’s growing market.

